
Parenting with Emotional 
Intelligence

 NMUSD, Social Emotional 
Learning, & 

the RULER Approach

We’ll start in just a minute.  
Now Playing >> the green spotify playlist.



Link to Tonight’s Resources

 https://bit.ly/3d7TcfE
or

https://bit.ly/3d7TcfE


★ NMUSD, Social Emotional Learning (SEL), & the SAIL Team
★ Introduction to RULER 

○ The Mood Meter @ Home
○ The Charter @ Home

★ Parent Resources
★ What’s Next...
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Tonight’s Agenda



★ Kristen Henry, Coordinator of Mental Health & Wellness
★ Amanda Kelley, Elementary Counselor
★ Jodie Palmer, Elementary Counselor
★ Julia McDonnell, Elementary Counselor
★ Raquel Koch, Elementary Counselor
★ Heather Krikorian, Elementary Behavior Specialist
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But First, Introductions



6:04
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NMUSD, Social Emotional Learning (SEL), 
& the SAIL Team



What is the SAIL Team?  MULTI-TIERED 
Systems of Support



Who are the SAIL Team Members?

 2020/2021
★ 4 General Education Elementary 

Behavior Specialists
★ 3 General Education Social Workers
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 2021/2022
★ 4 General Education Elementary 

Behavior Specialists
★ 2 Secondary Behavior Specialists
★ 1 Foster Youth Behavior Specialist
★ 4 General Education Social Workers
★ 1 McKinney Vento Social Worker

★ 11 Elementary Counselors
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Social and emotional learning (SEL) is the process 
through which children and adults understand and 
manage emotions, set and achieve positive goals, 
feel and show empathy for others, establish and 
maintain positive relationships, and make 
responsible decisions.

-Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL) 
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING (SEL) in NMUSD
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RULER 2021/2022 
The Year of “Emotions Matter” & 4 Anchor Tools



6:11
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Introduction to RULER
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https://vimeo.com/322304171#
https://vimeo.com/322304171#


★ Why Emotions Matter

★ The Skills of Emotional Intelligence

★ The RULER Tools

★ Family Practice
19



When 22,000 adolescents and teens were asked
 how they were feeling at school ...
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TIRED BORED STRESSED



Emotions Matter!
Emotions (and what we do with them) influence:
● Attention, memory, and learning
● Decision making and judgment
● Relationship quality
● Physical and mental health
● Everyday effectiveness 

…at home, in the classroom, and at work!
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ALL 
LEARNING

IS 
SOCIAL 

EMOTIONAL.



What is Emotional Intelligence?
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★ Emotional intelligence is about what we “do” with 
our emotions. 

★ It gives us a guide to understand the role of 
emotions, the information we can gain from them 
and our ability to manage them. 

★ We need these skills to be successful in school, at 
work and in life.



What is RULER? 
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★ RULER is an approach to social and emotional 
learning that teaches the skills of emotional 
intelligence and includes everyone in the school 
community.

★ RULER is involved in all parts and aspects of the 
school.

★ Research shows that RULER reduces problem 
behavior, promotes positive relationships, and 
improves academic achievement. 
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The RULER Skills
R ecognizing emotions in oneself and others

U nderstanding the causes and consequences of emotions

L abeling  emotions with a nuanced vocabulary

E xpressing emotions in accordance with cultural norms and social context

R egulating emotions with helpful strategies

I D E N T I F Y



The RULER Tools
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THE MOOD METER THE CHARTER

THE META-MOMENT THE BLUEPRINT



RULER in the Classroom
★ Core Routines

Adaptable practices that can be 
integrated into class schedule and 
academic instruction 

★ Repeatable, customizable activities 
that enhance the emotional 
environment of the classroom



Family Practice
● Pay attention to your emotions and the emotions 

of your family members. 

● Feel your feelings and name them. This helps us 
know ourselves better and make better decisions.

● Take your child’s feelings seriously, so they feel 
valued. Listen to their feelings and ask questions 
to get to the underlying causes.
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Family Practice
● Choose your response wisely. Having feelings is different from acting on feelings.

● Model effective strategies for your child with how you manage your own emotions.  
  

● Remember there is more than one way to look at a situation. Sharing different points 
of view within your family can be a great learning experience.  
  

● Stay connected by taking time each day to reach out and let them know you care.
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Relationships are the soil in which children’s 
social-emotional learning skills grow.

JONES & BOUFFARD 



6:25
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The Mood Meter @ Home



Introduction to the Mood Meter
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By Grade Levels!

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NmRXShNoK8e5bykZ4M98XnHgLk0ORHCf/view?usp=sharing


Mood Meter- Interactive Form
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/11dQX09Mf-jB_SpmkNF8372npiET9BKd4UwGzDMk7NqM/edit
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/11dQX09Mf-jB_SpmkNF8372npiET9BKd4UwGzDMk7NqM/edit


Mood Meter App
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Mood Meter App
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1VVo-aUXxELwxYbT7DAv_yR8QprEvlfKz/preview


Mood Meter Scavenger Hunt
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Find an object that symbolizes or 
brings up feelings from each quadrant.

Discussion question example- 
I see that you picked your math book for red, why 
does the book represent this feeling?



Mood Meter Scavenger Hunt
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Draw the items in each 
quadrant and describe 
why each item represents 
each feeling for you



Using RULER Vocabulary
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★ As a check-in in the car
★ As you sit down for dinner
★ When watching a TV Show
★ Bedtime reflection 

For Example:
What color were you before your spelling test today? 
What feeling word describes your day?
Was your energy level high or low?
Did it feel pleasant or unpleasant?



Printable Mood Meter Activity
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Make Your Own Mood Meter
1. Fold your paper in half and in half again
2. Open it back up, you’ll see four squares
3. Write or Color in:

★ “Red” in the top-left square
★ “Yellow” in the top-right square
★ “Blue” in the bottom-left square
★ “Green” in the bottom-right square

  4.     Plot your mood

*Remember, pleasantness from left to right and 
energy level from top to bottom*
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Red Yellow

Blue Green



Mood Meter Strategies (Printable)
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6:40
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The Charter @ Home



An agreement we make to act in ways that help us to feel 
the way we want to feel in our home.

Everyone has a voice in creating a Charter.
Everyone had a responsibility to uphold it.
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A Family Charter is:
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Demonstrate the Charter 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chxy0DI8Hbo
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     Here is an example     Click below to get your 
Printable Charter 



Pro-Tips for Building a Charter
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1. Reframe it in the positive
2. Spread it out over days
3. Get a commitment
4. How will we handle conflict when one of these 

feelings are not present?



Family Charter Cheat Sheet
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RULER & SEL 
in NMUSD
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Parent Resources



Want More Resources?
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lRfbViHBjc8uc57UTbJo0NfoDxc2P05s/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lRfbViHBjc8uc57UTbJo0NfoDxc2P05s/view?usp=sharing
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Question & Answer
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Thanks!
NMUSD STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES


